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Scope of Pretrial Discovery:
A Key Difference in Litigating Tax
Cases in the Tax Court and Refund
Tribunals
By Alex E. Sadler and Daniel G. Kim

Alex E. Sadler and Daniel G. Kim discuss forum selection and
how substantially different refund tribunals and the Tax Court
handle pretrial discovery.

I

n selecting the forum in which to litigate a
tax dispute, taxpayers and their counsel must
evaluate and weigh several important factors. A
threshold question is whether the taxpayer can pay
the disputed tax, which is a prerequisite for bringing
a refund suit in the U.S. Court of Federal Claims or
the
federal
th
he fed
dera district court for the judicial district in
which
w
whic
hich
h the
the taxpayer
t payer resides
resides or has its principal place
business.
cannot, or elects not to,
off b
usiineesss. Iff the ttaxpayer
axpayer ca
pay
ay thee disputed
d
d tax, a deficiency proceeding in the
Tax Court is the o
only
available
option.
y ava
ailablee o
ptio .1 Th
T
Thee taxp
taxpayer
payer
should also consider
ns er the
the relevant
relevant legal
egal precedent
preceden
governing each potential forum.2 Another common
issue relating to forum selection is whether the taxpayer desires a jury trial. In cases arising in federal
district court, either party may elect to have factual
issues tried by a jury.3 Jury trials are not available in
the Tax Court or the Court of Federal Claims.4
The focus of this article is a less obvious but potentially important forum selection consideration
sometimes overlooked by prospective tax litigants:
the substantial differences between the refund tribunals and the Tax Court as to how pretrial discovery
is carried out. The procedural rules governing
the refund tribunals generally contemplate wideranging formal discovery.5 Pretrial discovery in tax
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cases is no different than in the many other types
of civil cases adjudicated by the refund tribunals.
In contrast, pretrial discovery in the Tax Court is
considerably more limited, principally because
the Tax Court expects the IRS to have developed
the facts supporting its position before it issues a
notice of deficiency. To the extent that additional
discovery is needed, the Tax Court expects parties to
exchange information informally and cooperatively
before resorting to formal discovery tools, which
are
regarded
ar
e re
egarded
d aas a last resort. Similarly, in that the
IRS
obtain
IR
S ccan
an ob
bta
ain testimony during audit pursuant to
its summons power under Code Sec. 7602, depositions are far more limited in the Tax Court than in
the refund tribunals, where in most cases they are
conducted as a matter of course.
In highly factual cases, particularly those in which
the facts may not have been thoroughly investigated
during audit, the limitations on pretrial discovery in
the Tax Court can provide a significant advantage
to a taxpayer. Whereas government counsel in the
refund tribunals can conduct full written and oral
discovery, and thereby preview and be prepared for
the taxpayer’s evidence at trial, IRS counsel in Tax
Court often have no ability to probe a prospective
witness’s knowledge before trial or to assess his or her
credibility. While the significant differences in pretrial
discovery between the refund tribunals and the Tax
Court are unlikely to be the overriding consideration
in a taxpayer’s forum selection, in factually intensive
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cases they can have a significant impact and should
be factored into the forum selection calculus.

Scope of Discovery in the
Refund Tribunals
Civil tax cases filed in a federal district court are
governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(FRCP), which provide for extensive pretrial discovery. FRCP 26 requires parties to meet and confer to
develop a joint discovery plan to be filed with the
court and, without waiting for a discovery request, to
make a series of initial disclosures. Such disclosures
include the identities of persons likely to possess
discoverable information and copies or descriptions
of documents that the disclosing party may use to
support its claims or defenses. After making such
initial disclosures, parties generally have broad latitude to issue formal discovery requests. Parties may
seek discovery of “any nonprivileged matter that is
relevant to any party’s claim or defense . ... Relevant
information need not be admissible at the trial if the
discovery appears reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence.”6 Accordingly,
the principal boundaries on pretrial discovery are that
the information sought be relevant in a broad sense
and
not
fall
an
nd no
ot fa
al within an available privilege, such as the
attorney-client
privilege
work product doctrine.
at
t rneey-ccll t priv
ttor
tt
ilege or wo
The
utilized
discovery
Th
he most
os utilize
ed di
cove tools in tax cases
litigated
tigaated iin ffederal district court are interrogatories
(governed by FRCP
document
requests
(governed
CP 33), doc
d
cum
men
nt re
uests (g
governed
by FRCP 34) and
orall de
depositions
(governed
do
pos tions (go
ern
need by FFRCP
RC
C
30). Although local rules often impose limitations on
the number of interrogatories and document requests
that may be propounded, such written discovery
requests generally can be phrased quite broadly to
seek large amounts of information.7 Depositions of
fact witnesses and testifying experts are allowed as a
matter of course and represent the norm. Generally,
either party may depose up to 10 persons (including
an opposing party) without leave of court.8 A party
may obtain leave of court to exceed the 10-deposition
limit.9 Depositions are limited to seven hours unless
otherwise provided in local rules or court orders.10 A
party may take the deposition of a corporation or other
legal entity through an authorized representative.11
The Rules of the Court of Federal Claims (RCFC) are
substantially similar to the FRCP.12 Just as in federal
district court, litigants in the Court of Federal Claims
enjoy broad discovery.13 Depositions of both fact and
expert witnesses are similarly commonplace.14
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In sum, litigants in tax cases filed in the refund
tribunals can reasonably expect that all relevant and
nonprivileged facts will be subject to pretrial discovery by the opposing party through both formal written
discovery mechanisms and depositions.

Scope of Discovery in Tax Court
General Limitations
At first blush, the Tax Court’s discovery rules appear
similar to those in the refund tribunals. The Tax Court
Rules of Practice and Procedure incorporate many
of the formal discovery procedures available in the
refund tribunals. Using language similar to that found
in FRCP 26, Tax Court Rule 70(b) broadly defines
the scope of available discovery as “any matter not
privileged and which is relevant to the subject matter
involved in the pending case.” Such information need
only to “appear[ ] reasonably calculated to lead to
discovery of admissible evidence.” Tax Court Rules
71 through 76 provide for formal discovery by written
interrogatories, production of documents or things,
and depositions of fact and expert witnesses.
As a practical matter, however, the scope of pretrial
discovery in the Tax Court is much narrower than in
the refund tribunals. The Tax Court has stated that
its operations “are unique among the trial courts in
the Federal court system,” and as such, “necessarily
require that its Rules to be dissimilar from the FRCP.”15
This dissimilarity is “most clearly illustrate[d]” in the
Tax
Tax Court’s
C rt s rules
Cou
rul regarding discovery and manifests
itself
itself in several
severa ways.16 The purpose of pretrial discovery in the Tax Court is not to conduct far-reaching
fishing expeditions, but rather “to ascertain facts
which have a direct bearing on the issues before
the Court.”17 Furthermore, the Tax Court imposes
limitations on discovery that do not exist under the
FRCP, such as prohibiting nonconsensual depositions of third parties. As the Tax Court has explained:
“[A]bsent a Court order, discovery through depositions without the consent of the opposing party is not
available under our Rules ... as it is under the [FRCP].
That limitation is intentional.”18 In addition, the Tax
Court attempts to streamline discovery by requiring
parties to stipulate to the fullest extent possible to all
indisputable facts, “regardless of whether such matters involve fact or opinion or the application of law
to fact. Included in matters required to be stipulated
are all facts, all documents and papers or contents or
aspects thereof, and all evidence which fairly should
not be in dispute.”19
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Requirement for Informal Discovery

deficiency to the taxpayer which provides the
taxpayer with a “ticket” to the Tax Court.26
Another key difference between Tax Court practice
and practice in refund tribunals is that Tax Court
litigants may use formal discovery procedures only
The Tax Court was also concerned that the introafter they have exhausted all attempts to exchange
duction of wide-ranging discovery, replete with its
information informally.20 This requirement was first
potential abuses, into its proceedings would hinder the
stipulation process and, in turn, fundamentally change
articulated in the seminal case, Branerton Corp.,
what once was a “relashortly after the Tax Court
tively uncomplicated and
adopted rules in 1974 alinexpensive format” for
lowing discovery for the
In selecting the forum in which to
21
27
first time in its history.
litigate a tax dispute, taxpayers and resolving tax disputes. In
response to these concerns,
Describing the stipulation
their counsel must evaluate and
the Tax Court “closely limprocess as “the bedrock of
ited the scope of the new
Tax Court practice,” the
weigh several important factors.
pretrial discovery proceTax Court in Branerton
dures that it authorized.”28
refused to require the
IRS to respond to extensive formal written interIt is debatable whether the informal discovery process
rogatories propounded by the taxpayers because
that has evolved in Tax Court practice satisfies the Tax
they had “failed to comply with the letter and spirit
Court’s expectations in Branerton. The IRS typically initiof the discovery rules” by first seeking the informaates informal discovery by sending a “Branerton letter”
tion informally.22 The court stated that litigants must
to the taxpayer requesting information, documents, and/
or admissions. Such requests are often very extensive.
make “reasonable informal efforts to obtain needed
23
Although Branerton requests do not carry the weight
information voluntarily.” The court also noted that
of a formal discovery request and are not enforceable
“[t]he recently adopted discovery procedures were
through a motion to compel, they appear very similar
not intended in any way to weaken the stipulation
to formal discovery requests. The IRS often follows up
process.”24 Over the years the Tax Court has strictly
25
on Branerton requests by issuing formal discovery reenforced
Branerton’s mandate.
en
nfo
orceed B
quests seeking identical categories of information. This
The
Th
h T
he
Tax
axx Court
C urt imposed
im
mposed thes
these limitations because
imposes a formal obligation upon the taxpayer to provide
it
pretrial discovery
i was
waas concerned
co
once ned that
that unfettered
unfette
complete responses and prevents the taxpayer using
would
wou
uld tilt the
h playing field too far in favor of the IRS,
responsive
at trial that was not disclosed durwhich already ha
has the op
opportunity
develop
p rtunity to d
po
evelop
p tthe
he
responsiv
o ve information
nfor
ing
facts supportingg its
it position
pos tion during
during audit.
udit As the
the Tax
Ta
ing discovery.
di
d sco
overy The
T IRS, however, must give the taxpayer
a reasonable opportunity to answer informal discovery
Court explained in Westreco, Inc.:
before following up with formal discovery.29
It was recognized that the Government had the
Nevertheless, as a general rule, formal discovery
most to gain by adoption of discovery rules. ... The
is used less extensively in the Tax Court than in the
parties’ knowledge of the facts in a Tax Court case
refund tribunals.30 A notable exception is requests for
is noticeably different from the access to facts
admission under Tax Court Rule 90, which are used exgenerally in other Courts. In the District Court, the
tensively in the Tax Court. In refund tribunals, requests
“field” is circumscribed when the complaint and
for admission generally serve limited purposes, such as
answer are filed. Discovery under the [FRCP] are
establishing evidentiary foundations for trial exhibits
very broad and afford both parties the opportunity
or noncontroversial background facts. Requests for
to discover the facts of their adversaries.
admission are used much more extensively in the Tax
Court, particularly by the IRS. Such requests must first
The “field” in a Tax Court proceeding is not
be made informally.31 If formal admission requests are
circumscribed by the filing of the petition and
propounded by either party, both the requests and the
answer. The “field” is first delineated when the
responses are filed with the Tax Court.32
Commissioner examines the taxpayer’s tax reDepositions in Tax Court
turns. As amply demonstrated in this case, the
Commissioner has substantial tools to ascerBefore 1974, the Tax Court allowed depositions only
tain the facts before mails a statutory notice of
for the limited purpose of perpetuating testimony
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when a witness was unavailable for trial. Discovery
depositions were not allowed until Tax Court Rule
74, which provides for consensual depositions, was
adopted in 1979. While allowing the use of depositions, the Tax Court emphasized its intention “to
avoid the excessive and abusive use of discovery
depositions.”33 The current version of the Tax Court
Rules expresses the Tax Court’s desire to limit the role
of discovery depositions and rely instead on other
discovery tools.34
The Tax Court Rules now provide for discovery
depositions for parties, third parties, and experts. The
availability of depositions, however, varies according
to whether the witness is a party, a third party or a
testifying expert.

Parties
Party witnesses may be deposed pursuant to Tax
Court Rule 74, but only if all parties consent to the
deposition. Either party may withhold consent for any
reason.35 Since the facts underlying tax disputes are
typically within the taxpayer’s control, the limits on
party depositions are generally more advantageous
to the taxpayer than the IRS. The IRS’s inability to
compel the deposition of the taxpayer effectively
precludes the government from probing the taxpayer’s
knowledge,
kn
now
wleedg
ge demeanor and credibility until trial. The
decision
ttaxpayer’s
aaxp
payeer’s
’s d
cision whether
whe her to consent to a deposition
under
Tax
Court
Rulee 74 is critical and must be
tio
ion un
nde
der T
x Cou
rt Ru
carefully
are
efullly evaluated in each case.

Third Partiess
Like parties, third-party witnesses may be deposed
pursuant to Tax Court Rule 74 if the parties consent.
Nonconsensual depositions of nonparties are also
available, but only under “very limited” circumstances.36 In this regard, Tax Court Rule 75(b) states:
The taking of a deposition of a nonparty witness
under this Rule is an extraordinary method of discovery and may be used only where a nonparty
witness can give testimony or possesses documents or things which are discoverable within the
meaning of Rule 70(b) and where such testimony,
documents, or things cannot be obtained through
informal consultation or communication (Rule
70(a)(1)) or by a deposition taken with consent
of the parties (Rule 74). If such requirements are
satisfied, then a deposition may be taken under
this Rule, for example, where a party is a member
of a partnership and an issue in the case involves
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an adjustment with respect to such partnership,
or a party is a shareholder of an electing small
business corporation ... and an issue in the case
involves an adjustment with respect to such corporation. ...37
Tax Court Rule 75 “does not sanction ‘fishing
expeditions.’”38 Rather, the party seeking a nonconsensual deposition of a third party must establish
“a specific and compelling basis” for taking the
deposition.39 It must allege with a sufficient “degree
of specificity ... the nature of the information sought
and the grounds for the party’s belief that such will
be forthcoming from a particular deponent.”40 The
requesting party should be “seeking specific and
precise factual information essential to that party’s
case,” and it cannot rely upon “an inchoate hope of
uncovering some vaguely defined form of potentially
useful information.”41
Furthermore, a deposition is not available for the
sole purpose of assessing a witness’s veracity or credibility before trial. In K & M La Botica Pharmacy, Inc.,
the taxpayer was unsuccessful in its effort to compel a
deposition “to test the extent of [the deponent’s] knowledge and his veracity with respect to the allegations
he has previously made, and to determine whether he
claims to know of additional information regarding the
issues in this case.”42 The Tax Court reasoned that Tax
Court Rule 75 “is not intended to serve as a substitute
for cross-examination at trial.”43 Rather, a nonconsensual
su
al deposition
d ositio
dep
on “is an appropriate vehicle for obtaining
particular
from the sole source where that
pa
art cula
ar iinformation
nfor
information is likely to be found.”44
Ultimately, the decision whether to allow a nonconsensual deposition lies in the discretion of the presiding
judge.45 In factually complex cases, such as those
involving complex financial transactions or highly technical concepts, the Tax Court has given the IRS some
latitude to conduct nonconsensual depositions.46
A corollary issue relevant to corporate taxpayers is
whether current and former officers and employees
are parties or nonparties. In keeping with agency
principles, the presumption is that current employees
and officers are parties with respect to whom the taxpayer may withhold its consent to allow a deposition
under Tax Court Rule 74.47 However, former officers
and employees are considered nonparties whose
depositions the IRS can seek to compel under Tax
Court Rule 75.48
Although the Tax Court also has not specifically
addressed who qualifies as a nonparty witness for
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purposes of Tax Court Rule 75, it has discussed the
training or education that qualifies the deponent
issue in a different context. In Fu Investment Co.,49
as an expert with respect to disputed issues; (2)
the deponent’s expert opinions; (3) any facts/data
the Tax Court interpreted Model Rule of Professional
underlying the deponent’s opinions; and (4) the
Conduct 4.2, which prohibits an attorney from endeponent’s expert analysis.55
gaging in ex parte communications with a person
known to be represented
Generally, an expert
by counsel, to preclude
deposition may be used
the IRS from contacting a
As a practical matter, however, the at trial just 56like any other
corporate taxpayer’s curdeposition. In addition,
scope of pretrial discovery in the
rent employees without
the Tax Court allows the
Tax Court is much narrower than
consent of the taxpayer’s
proponent of the expert
counsel. However, it held
witness to move to have
in the refund tribunals.
that a taxpayer cannot prethe expert’s deposition
vent the IRS from directly
transcript serve as his or
50
57
contacting its former employees. Fu Investment
her written report. The Tax Court may find this option
suggests that taxpayers may withhold consent to deappropriate if it believes that the expert’s opinions are
positions of its current employees, but not necessarily
not readily reducible to a written report.
its former employees.
Deposition Procedures
Taxpayers should keep in mind that depositions
are a two-way street. For example, a taxpayer might
All depositions are subject to the general time
consider deposing an IRS agent regarding an aspect
limits prescribed in Tax Court Rule 70(a)(2) for
of the audit. IRS agents may not be excused from
discovery. 58 Subject to these limits, consensual
being deposed or testifying at trial based solely on
depositions may occur anytime upon consent
their status as IRS agents.51 Of course, assuming that
during the allowable discovery period.59 Nonconthe agent continues to be employed by the IRS, such
sensual depositions must wait until a notice of
depositions
are subject to the IRS’s consent, and a
trial has been issued or a judge has been assigned
p
nonconsensual
deposition is not allowed absent
to the case. 60 The party seeking a deposition also
no
onconseen
52
5
court
must provide sufficient notice to the prospective
co
ourrtt aut
aauthorization.
tho zation.
tth
deponent and opposing party to allow for any
Experts
E
Exp
perrts
per
objections and motions to compel to be resolved
before
discovery
period closes. 61
As a practical m
matter,
ter, exp
eexpert
pert d
depositions
ep
po tions are
a us
used
ed
be
efo re
r tthe
he d
is
much less frequently
Tax
Court
ue y iin
n tthe
he Ta
x C
urt tthan
han in
n tthe
h
Before
Be
fore attempting
atteem
to notice a deposition, a party
refund tribunals. Tax Court Rule 76 provides that an
must make a good-faith effort to consult with the opexpert witness may be deposed upon consent of all
posing party in an effort to eliminate the need for the
parties, or, as in Tax Court Rule 75, under extraordideposition by such means as an informal interview.
nary circumstances in the absence of such consent.
If such efforts are unsuccessful, the party seeking
The Tax Court, on its own motion, also may order
the deposition must serve a deposition notice and a
expert depositions.53
subpoena upon the deponent to compel his or her
attendance.
Generally, the Tax Court will order an expert deposition only if it is satisfied that the deposition will
serve one or more of the following purposes: (1)
Conclusion
encouraging the reciprocal exchange of information
between or among the parties; (2) promoting the
There are many differences, both substantive and
settlement of disputed issues; (3) assisting the Tax
procedural, in litigating a tax dispute in the refund
Court in its fact-finding process; (4) facilitating the
tribunals versus the Tax Court. Of these differences,
exposition of the expert’s opinion where it is not readthe disparity in the scope of pretrial discovery is
ily reducible to a written report; and (5) minimizing
among the most important, particularly in factthe improper use of an expert witness at trial as an
intensive cases. In their consideration of potential
overzealous advocate.54
forums, taxpayers and their counsel should carefully
consider the implications of the discovery differences
An expert deposition is limited to specific isdescribed in this article upon their case.
sues, such as (1) the knowledge, skill, experience,
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